
Capillary Flow in TLC



• Capillary Flow
• Unlike in gas and liquid column chromatography, where the 

movement of the mobile phase results from the difference in 
pressure between column entrance and column exit, the 
spontaneous solvent flow on a thin layer plate is caused by the 
capillary effect. By entering the capillary cavities of the layer the 
liquid seeks to reduce its surface and hence its free energy.
This energy difference ∆Em is proportional to the surface 
tension γ and the mole volume Vm of the solvent and inversely 
proportional to the capillary radius Vm

• The liquid flowing in fills the narrower capillaries first (see 
Figure). The larger pores at the solvent front remain empty for 
some time and fill progressively with the liquid flowing from the 
smaller pores behind. This differentiation of flow leads, by the 
way, to a frontal volume gradient which is dealt with further on.



Kapillarmodell für den Frontgradienten



Flow equation I



Flow equation II



Flow equation III



Flow equations IV



Movement of the Solvent Front, Diagrams



Flow velocities V



Permeation factor vs. flow constant



Flow equation VII



Flow equations VII, preferences



Volume Gradient, Reduced Profile



Solvent Profile N-Chamber 10 min pre-ads.



Solvent Profiles in Circular TLC



Frontal Gradients in S and N Chambers



Visual and Virtual Fronts



Resolution curves



Influence of time of pre-adsorption / Scarce resolution



Pre-loading with solvent mixtures in KS-Chamber



Displacement of pre-absorbed solvent molecules by ascending solvent



THE END
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